Before Using the Usability and Research Lab
IRB Information Sheet

The Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Texas State requires approval for certain types of research involving human subjects. Please use the following resources to ensure that you understand the requirements and complete Texas State’s IRB process.

The Texas State IRB process requires careful planning. Before reserving the lab, make sure that you have an idea of when you will have IRB approval.

Get Started with IRB
- Resources and Guidelines: txstate.edu/research/orc/IRB-Resources
- Application Login: www.osp.txstate.edu/irb
- CITI Training: txstate.edu/research/orc/IRB-Resources/Training
- Exemptions: txstate.edu/research/orc/IRB-Resources/Exemption

Attend an Optional IRB Workshop
Texas State offers workshops to help you through its IRB process. Find a list of upcoming sessions and sign up at txstate.edu/research/orc/workshops.

Some previous Texas State IRB workshops:
- OMG, I Have to do an IRB Application! What IS an IRB application, anyway?
- IRB Approval or Exemption: What's the Difference and Why Should I Care?

Contact IRB
Szende Szabo
512-245-2314
sas289@txstate.edu